USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10104.13

Host AGM_Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CO_Tucker says:
@::Getting things put back in his pack::

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Moves with the rest of his team... behind the creatures.... firing... and trying to get them to fully charge away from camp...::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::watching the CO::

CSO_Shras says:
:: beginning another day in the camp ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes helping put away the final portion of the supplies they have ::

CIV_Morath says:
::stands up and resumes walking::

CSO_Shras says:
:: starts his daily tour of the camp, trying to keep the crew on their toes ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: where do you prepare to go?

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Satisfied that the horde is driven away...signals his group to start moving back to camp::

Host AGM_Bob says:
STRANGE, UNSEEN OBSERVERS WATCH THE ONGOING EVENTS OF THESE NEW CREATURES WITH AN INTENSE CURIOSITY AND DESIRE TO UNDERSTAND

TO_Aria says:
@CO: Captain, we are ready to continue when you are sir.

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets the supplies finished and then tells one of the other people what they can do next ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ CO: pink skin.. ::nudges the Co::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: We must continue our search.

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::creeps up and peers out from behind a large boulder::

CEO_Galagar says:
$::starts to move slowly... keeping the horde in his scope... as he walks back to camp::

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: We will be on our way shortly...

Host AGM_Bob says:
THE OBSERVERS ARE NOT OBSERVED BY ANY OF THE CREW, YET THE CREW SENSES THERE IS MORE THAN JUST THEMSELVES PRESENT IN THE AREA AND THAT THERE ARE OTHER CREATURES THERE

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Yes?

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: where do you prepare to go?

CIV_Morath says:
::steps up the pace of his walk to a jog to help keep warm::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: search for what?

CSO_Shras says:
:: feels observed but cannot see anything ::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: We are searching for the source of an energy reading we picked up before we met you.

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  :: goes up to the CSO ::  Lt., may I talk to you?

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: We have detected an energy source; we are going to investigate.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks back to the outer shields... and then back into camp::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::moves slowly from rock to rock watching::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Please do

Prime_Tregen says:
@ CO/TO: this world has blood... It might be what you seek

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: Blood?

Prime_Tregen says:
@::points at the lava::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  My AT made it's final trip earlier and we have just finished sorting and placing away the supplies.

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: Do you know from where it flows?

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Yes, that is what I expect we will find... some type of geothermal energy source...

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: once we traced it to the get eye... 

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: What and where is the "get eye"?

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Good, after all one thing is going well....

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: 15 of us did not return

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::spots a yellow shirt and tries to hear what he's saying::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  Yes, sir.  That's for sure.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Passing through the shields... with his team.... he makes way for the CSO's "Office"::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: What happened to them?

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: a place where the blood stares into the darkness.. The darkness ate them

OPS_Corillo says:
::reports to the CSO::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Take a break and wait for new orders coming soon

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: Could you lead us to this place?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Passes by the OPS as he makes way to the CSO....nods to him... and continues past::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::wonders who these creatures are::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  With your permission, Lt. Shras, I would like to take a team out in the SSE area of camp, roughly 10 meters out, sir.  I would like to see what is in that section.  I have been getting a different vibration from that section.

OPS_Corillo says:
::nods to the CEO::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: yes.. I could.. But will I is a different matter

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks up behind the EO:: EO/CSO: Ah.. good to see you both survived the night....

CSO_Shras says:
EO: I had reports about the surroundings, that's why I want you to wait, I'll be sending you out again in a moment.

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: Will you at least tell us where this place is?

SO_Nekoto says:
::Walks to the CSO and glances over at the OPS officer and smiles. Mouths the words "where have you been?"::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ ::stares at the CO::

Host AGM_Bob says:
SMALL MULTI-LEGGED THINGS SCURRY NEAR THE CAMP SHIELD PROJECTORS AND BEGIN TO ATTACK THE PADS USED TO HOLD THEM UPRIGHT…

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: I am more than pleased that you came back

EO_Chapu says:
:: turns around to see the CEO, he nods at him ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ TO: yes.. ::moves away into another chamber to get her warming cloths on again::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  Aye, sir.  Understood.

OPS_Corillo says:
::smiles back at the SO:: CSO: Sir, have you any orders for me?

Host AGM_Bob says:
THE THINGS ARE ABOUT A METER IN WIDTH, AND ALMOST ROBOTIC IN APPEARANCE, BUT STILL LOOK LIKE SOME SORT OF INSECT THING

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Dalmric> ::Notices the creatures.... sends one his team to alert the CSO… as he tries to kill it with a phaser::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I understand if you will not go...

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: But it would be a great help to us if you would.

CSO_Shras says:
OPS/SO: Prepare yourselves for an AT; bring weapons

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: it is more a matter of watching you and your kind die in the dark that holds me from showing you.. 

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::gets down and creeps closer to where the things are scurrying by::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Your report?

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Simon> ::Rushes into the CSO's structure.... almost knocking into the EO... mutters an apology:: ALL: Sirs, we small robotic creatures attacking the shields...

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I understand, but we will go whether you help us or not.  We must.....

OPS_Corillo says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::grabs a phaser rifle and tosses it to the SO then grabs one for himself::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: It is this energy source that is our survival, not only ours but it will benefit you as well.

Prime_Tregen says:
@ :: gathers her blade into a holder... and then pulls out an energy weapon... Totally alien in design... it had been kept powered up by the only energy converter that survived the crash::

SO_Nekoto says:
::yelps and fumbles with the rifle and drops it, blushing, and then stoops to pick it up::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::reaches out towards the force field::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: I have noticed some caves in the near hills... ::Notices the EO run in... :: Simon: Very well I'll see what we're looking at

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves away from the CSO, but is then knocked into; almost topples over ::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: If you'll excuse me....

CSO_Shras says:
EO_Simon: Alert security to watch the shields carefully; don't shoot unless necessary....

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Dalmric> ::Takes out his phaser....aims carefully...sets it to stun.....::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ ::charges the weapon and sighs... saying something in an alien tongue and then looking at the CO::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Finishes getting his gear together:: TO: Ready?

EO_Chapu says:
:: picks himself up, gets himself situated and then moves out towards the problem area ::

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Simon> CSO: Yes sir... ::Rushes off...::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Runs after Simon::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ ::pulls down an oil lamp and looks rather serious:: CO: are your people ready to travel?

TO_Aria says:
@::Secures her pack on her back then slings her phaser rifle over her shoulder, opens her tricorder and puts her hand phaser in its place:: CO: Ready Sir.

CSO_Shras says:
EO/OPS/SO: Unless the situation changes you are leaving the camp....

Host AGM_Bob says:
THERE ARE ABOUT EIGHT OF THE THINGS BEYOND THE SHIELD THAT SUDDENLY SPOT THE NEW CREATURE...  AS THEY SENSE A POTENTIAL NEW FOOD SOURCE, THEY START TO VIBRATE AND MOVE TOWARDS THE NEW FOOD SOURCE

SO_Nekoto says:
::gulps::

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Dalmric> ::looks at his phaser...and back at the creature....decides to go and form a mind meld with it::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Yes. ::Slings his pack onto his shoulder::

OPS_Corillo says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Aye sir. Ready at your command.

CSO_Shras says:
EO/OPS/SO: Your mission is to locate the captain's AT or anything suspicious

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: Let's go then.

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::sees  the things moving towards her ::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime/CO: After you.

Prime_Tregen says:
@::hands the TO the lamp and the CO the goggles.. Picks up 4 spark rocks:: CO: follow.. We will pass thru the cave to the eye

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Thank you for coming with us.

EO_Chapu says:
CSO: If I may question, sir, why are we looking for the Captain?

CIV_Morath says:
::looks over at the camp just to see another AT getting ready to leave::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ ::can see in the dark and sparks a torch::  CO: thank me if we survive.. ::heads into another chamber.. a cold draft blows past..::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::moves away from the force field and begins yelling:: All: Help, someone.... they're after me.....  ::runs::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Because of all the AT’s his is long overdue for a report or else, with all these creatures lurking around I have a bad feeling.....

CO_Tucker says:
@::Follows Prime through the cavern::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Finally arrives with the EO back to the outer shields... notices that some creatures are swamping down on something... tries to get a better look... Hears yelling:: ALL: Shields down now!!

SO_Nekoto says:
CSO: DO we know where the last known comm signal from the CO's away team was?

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Let's just say that the lack of communication devices is not helping....

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: heads for the pools of the Grogs.. a short cut to the proper cave system::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::panics and runs back towards the creatures::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
All: Help.... please..... anyone....

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows Prime and the CO.::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ TO: hold the lamp close to the water.. The grogs will flee

CO_Tucker says:
@::Scans with his tricorder::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sees the shields go down... and then fires at the creatures... hoping that what they we're attacking isn't more hideous::

TO_Aria says:
@::Places the lamp just a few inches above the water.::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  Yes  :: hears the scream for help; runs towards the scream, and fires on the creatures, hoping to get them to flee ::

CSO_Shras says:
OPS/SO/EO: Lt. Corillo is leading the AT, don't get too far and be careful

Prime_Tregen says:
@::watches the water bubble as a grog gets close to the surface and looks at the group walk past::

CIV_Morath says:
::hears a voice in the distance:: everyone: I hear something

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks toward the scream and all the commotion ::

TO_Aria says:
@::Continues on.::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::runs but trips over a large tree stump and falls::

CSO_Shras says:
ALL: What is happening here?

OPS_Corillo says:
CSO: Aye sir. SO/EO: Let's move ::begins to walk towards the CO's AT last known locale::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Motions to his team to follow him.... fires at the creatures.... trying to get at Cherry's location::

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: growls and enters the mouth of the dark damp caves::  TO/CO: the blood flows from this way... the eye is on top the mountain... We go to meet death..

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees that one of the creatures is backing off for a couple of moments ::

CIV_Morath says:
::speeds up into a hard run::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::her foot gets stuck, so she screams:: All: EEEEEEKKKKKKKKKK!

SO_Nekoto says:
OPS: Yes, sir ::sighs and lugs her phaser rifle on her shoulder with a thunk::

CSO_Shras says:
ALL: Get that humanoid inside the camp and get the shields up!

Prime_Tregen says:
@::begins the long walk in the dark... Seeing very well because her eyes are suited for the night::

Host AGM_Bob says:
THE CREATURES PUT OUT FEELERS; OBVIOUSLY TO ANALYZE FIRST. THEY APPEAR TO BE STRAIGHT ENERGY CONSUMERS. ACTUAL FLESH AND BONE IS NOT ON THEIR DIET, BUT MERELY A CURIOSITY.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Take care of the shields

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: If you believe that you will die than you shall, but if you believe that you will make progress you shall live.

CIV_Morath says:
::begins firing at the creatures::

CSO_Shras says:
:: runs toward Cherry to help her in ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: brave words pink skin.. 

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks back the shields console... preparing to bring them up the moment the crew gets in...::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: We shall make progress.

EO_Chapu says:
:: drops his phaser, and starts to run over to the thing being attacked;  gets it's foot uncaught, picks her up and runs back to camp ::

CSO_Shras says:
ALL: do not shoot unless you are in real danger....

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: There is no bravery involved it is Logic.

Host AGM_Bob says:
THE PHASERS BEAMS STRIKE THE MULTI-LEGGED THINGS WHO ABSORB THE ENERGY..... AS IF THEY WERE DESIGNED THAT WAY...

Prime_Tregen says:
@::comes to a drop off and looks for a way to cross::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::passes out from fear::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices how the creatures are effected by the phasers.... :: All: Rotate your frequencies when shooting at those creatures... they are adapting

CSO_Shras says:
:: takes Cherry in his arms and try to run back to the camp with the help of the EO ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: passes the CSO as he carries the female person back into camp ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::turns and begins to cross on a thin ledge to the other side::

SO_Nekoto says:
::glances at the CSO then at the OPS, then at the EO::

CEO_Galagar says:
::The moment they enter.... he brings the shields back up::

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows carefully.::

CIV_Morath says:
::slows to rotate his phaser frequency::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::heads down a slight slope and looks at the rock ceiling:: TO/CO: the cave hangers are close.. 

CSO_Shras says:
EO: bring her to the medical tent and keep an eye on our "guest"

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Will our shields hold up?

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: The cave hangers?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Not if those things are what they...... we'll rotate them... try to keep them at bay sir....

EO_Chapu says:
:: slowly walks over to the medical tent and places her down ::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  Yes, sir.  I'll keep the best of eyes on her.

CO_Tucker says:
@::Makes his way down into the cave::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: We need to resolve our situation and fast, we have been here for too long....

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: meat eaters.. ::fires at the ceiling.. A bright blue light lashes from the end of the weapon.. a shriek.. a thud and a pile of burning fur creates a light red glow on the floor::

CSO_Shras says:
OPS: Lt. Prepare your team and get in 15 minutes top....

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Then I shall go.... try to meet up with what remains of the Captains group.... see if they have found anything...

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: There was no need to do that, the creature meant us no harm.

EO_Chapu says:
:: helps the medics in any way he can, though he is only an engineer ::

OPS_Corillo says:
CSO: ::nods:: Aye sir

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Then take Lt. Corillo AT and lead it to the captain, you know the terrain better...

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Those are carnivorous?

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::starts to come around::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ TO: it would have killed you pink skin..

CIV_Morath says:
CEO: mind if I join you?

CSO_Shras says:
OPS: Lt. Galagar will need the AT, he already knows the terrain....

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Aye.... and yourself.... do you have any ideas on how we can get out of here....

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: Perhaps it was prudent.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: yes.. ::moves along::

OPS_Corillo says:
CSO: Very good sir.

OPS_Corillo says:
::nods to CEO:: CEO: ready

TO_Aria says:
CO: Captain, that was against everything the Federation stands for and the Prime Directive no less Sir!

CEO_Galagar says:
CIV: Yes... you may come...

CSO_Shras says:
ALL: I'll be in the medical tent if anyone needs me...

CEO_Galagar says:
OPS: Good.. then we should leave..  do you have supplies?

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::her eyes flutter open::

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks to the med tent to see if their new guest is well ::

OPS_Corillo says:
CEO: Yes sir

CIV_Morath says:
::nods glad for something to do::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::comes to a sheer wall and begins to climb the 20 meters o the next cave::

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees her eyes open up ::

CEO_Galagar says:
OPS: Good.... then.... we shall go to the 13th degree of camp and leave in that direction.. while following the radiation of the dampening field.....

TO_Aria says:
@::Rock climbs behind the AT.::

CIV_Morath says:
::checks the things he has:: CEO: ready

Cherry_Lanarn says:
All: Where am I?

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: fastens a rope to the ledge and leaves it for the pink skins to climb.. Shrugs and moves on deeper.. Using the spark rocks to leave a faint green trail on the walls::

OPS_Corillo says:
::follows the CEO::

CEO_Galagar says:
Delta Team: Ok... we're heading..... ::exits out of the shields... and starts to trace the CO's route::

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry_Lanarn:  Ma'am, you are in the hands of the Federation.  Please stay still as the doctors treat you.

SO_Nekoto says:
::follows the OPS::

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: If it is going to eat you, I don't think the Prime Directive applies....

CIV_Morath says:
::follows the CEO::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
EO: The things! They're after me.... again....

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Removes his phaser cartridge...putting it into the charger...and puts in a fresh one...::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::comes to the mouth of the cave and pauses.. Looking into a dimly light valley and the mountain beyond.. And the eye::

CSO_Shras says:
:: enters the tent ::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: How is she?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Goes over the security reports from the previous shift's patrol::

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry_Lanarn :  :: constrains her ::  Ma'am, your alright.  Don't worry about the things.  You’re safe from them.

EO_Chapu says:
:: places a bandage on her left ankle and foot ::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::jumps up and grabs the EO:: EO: The creatures.... where.... how?

CEO_Galagar says:
#OPS: Have you been in the med area all this time... I haven't seen you recently...

Prime_Tregen says:
@::rivers and rivers of hot lava light the floor of the valley below.. running down the mountain from a large silvery object atop the next mountain over::

TO_Aria says:
@CO: The creature showed no signs of aggression.

CSO_Shras says:
:: sees the EO dealing with Cherry ::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::looks over at the CSO: CSO: Did you get them?

OPS_Corillo says:
#CEO: I've been at the base camp

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Scopes the surrounding area...looking for any hordes of creatures::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Steps from the cave and looks at the valley spread out before him::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::waits for the pink skins to catch up::

CEO_Galagar says:
# OPS: Aye.... well.... I guess that’s why I haven't seen you... you weren't with the repair crews while we tried to fix the ship?

CSO_Shras says:
Cherry: the situation is resolved, you can lie down we are protected by the shields

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows the AT.::

CIV_Morath says:
#::scans the area with his eyes::

CSO_Shras says:
Cherry: but I'd like you to answer me some questions...

Prime_Tregen says:
@ CO: there.. The demon's eye.. The eater of souls. 

Cherry_Lanarn says:
CSO: Are you sure?

OPS_Corillo says:
#CEO: The SO and I were at Base Camp

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry_Lanarn:  The creatures cannot come over here, ma'am.  We are protected.  We need you to stay calm.  :: helps her lie back down ::

SO_Nekoto says:
#::nods at the CEO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Heads out of his tent with his phaser rifle and looks for the CSO::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::sits back down on the bed::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: What is that silver thing at the top?

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks in the direction Prime is referring.::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: the eye.. None have gotten close enough to know for sure..

CEO_Galagar says:
# SO/OPS: Aye... well.... then you have probably been bored by the lack of events... and jobs.....

EO_Chapu says:
MO_Donin:  Donin, hand me 20 ccs of sedative

OPS_Corillo says:
::smiles at the SO:: CEO: Not bored at all

CSO_Shras says:
Cherry: I don't remember you from my crew; where are you from?

CEO_Galagar says:
#SO/OPS: Not much to do when your stuck in the middle of nowhere with no where to go.... ::Smiles at the OPS comment::

Host AGM_Bob says:
THE MULTI-LEGGED CREATURES SCURRY ABOUT MOVING THINGS ABOUT MAKING ORDER WHERE BEFORE THERE WAS NONE

SO_Nekoto says:
#::blushes::

EO_Chapu says:
MO_Donin:  Make that 10

Cherry_Lanarn says:
CSO: I don't know... I do not think I am from here... but I can't remember.

CO_Tucker says:
@::Scans the Volcano with his tricorder::

CIV_Morath says:
#::gets a bad feeling in his gut::

CSO_Shras says:
Cherry: What exactly can you remember?

OPS_Corillo says:
#::smiles::

CEO_Galagar says:
#CIV: Something wrong Morath?

EO_Chapu says:
:: the medic hands him the sedative; he injects the sedative in the female's neck ::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
CSO: I was somewhere.... I don't know... big.... rock.... then I was here... in this place....

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry_Lanarn:  This should help ease the pain, ma'am.

Prime_Tregen says:
 @CO: there is a rock ledge.. Wide enough for a transport.. The surface of the rock is different.. Made not to melt.. We can use it.. But, the rain will not permit us to close.. And it kills

CIV_Morath says:
#CEO: I am not quit sure something doesn’t feel right

CSO_Shras says:
Cherry: Ok, just rest, we'll talk about this later....

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::smiles at the EO::  EO: Thank you for your kindness.

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Feels like yelling..."Your right nothing is right".:: CIV: How so?

Host AGM_Bob says:
MEANWHILE THE CREATURES OF THE NIGHT SPY ON THE MULTI-LEGGED THINGS AND DIVERT THEIR ATTENTION FROM THE CAMP TO EASIER PREY

EO_Chapu says:
:: smiles back at the lady :: Cherry Lanarn:  It's all part of my duty, ma'am. This isn't really my specialty, you know.

CSO_Shras says:
EO: I leave her at you good care

CIV_Morath says:
#CEO: like something bad is going to happen... something very bad

Cherry_Lanarn says:
EO: Do you have food? ::licks her lips::

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks out the tent ::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO:  Yes, sir.  She's in good hands.

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Nods:: CIV I agree..... keep your eyes out....

Host AGM_Bob says:
A FIERCE BATTLE BETWEEN THE MULTI-LEGGED THINGS AND THE CREATURES OF THE NIGHT BEGINS...

Prime_Tregen says:
@::makes her way down the mountain from the cave.. Toward the rock road::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees the CSO and give him an up to date report from the security patrols::

CIV_Morath says:
#CEO: will do

CO_Tucker says:
@::Follows Prime sown the hill::

TO_Aria says:
@::Follows the rest of the AT.::

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry_Lanarn:  I think I can scrounge up something.  :: gives her a big smile, as he gets something for Cherry ::

CEO_Galagar says:
#SO/OPS: You have point lead us via the tricorder readings....

CSO_Shras says:
CTO: We had this situation with the shield, bring security to full alert, take crew from other departments to add to your teams if you need, strange things are happening outside there...

OPS_Corillo says:
#CEO: Aye sir. ::monitors his tricorder and takes point::

XO_Tran says:
@::sighs and continues to follow the team and the direction of her readings::

Prime_Tregen says:
@ CO: the rain is the only light made by the eye.. if falls in silence

Cherry_Lanarn says:
EO: You are most kind sir...

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Copy that sir. ::Goes and wakes up all security teams and get them ready for trouble::

OPS_Corillo says:
#::leads the team around an outcropping ahead of them::

Host AGM_Bob says:
UNBEKNOWNST TO ANY OF THE CREW WHO ARE NOT ABOARD HER, THE GENEVA POWER SYSTEMS SUDDENLY AND MYSTERIOUSLY SEEM TO COME BACK TO BEING POWERED

EO_Chapu says:
:: comes back with his rations for this meal :: Cherry Lanarn:  No problem.  :: splits his meal; majority for her, but enough for both of them ::  By the way, call me Chapu'.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets some extra crew from both engineering and medical teams to bring the security teams up to full strength::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::follows the road.. The rock feeling odd under the souls of the AT's feet.. Like it was made of a rubber glass material::

EO_Chapu says:
:: shivers for only a moment; doesn't understand why, but he did ::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::holds her hands up in the air:: All: On mighty eye I offer this food in your name.... May thou be blessed and shine forever. ::bows three times::

CEO_Galagar says:
#:: Hears some scuffling... sees the two sets of creatures going at it::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::The giant silver object hums gently.. and the lava continues to flow past.. The rivers causing waves of hot and cold air to wash over the AT::

XO_Tran says:
@::quickens her pace to keep from falling behind::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::looks at the EO:: EO: Chapu’ will you share these gifts with the eye?

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Thinks about how he could easily slip away from this team... and do as he originally planned.... but what if Diana is in trouble... can he leave without seeing what happened to her?::

CIV_Morath says:
#::turns rapidly towards the fighting creatures::

EO_Chapu says:
:: strange as it is, he decides to go with it :: Cherry Lanarn:  Sure.

Cherry_Lanarn says:
EO: You must bow to the almighty eye, the giver of life and energy.

Prime_Tregen says:
@::watches at they approach the rain field.. a sheet of sparkling energy that protects the device from alien alteration::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Scans the strange energy field ahead of them::

TO_Aria says:
@:: Considers all the possibilities of what the "eye" really is.::

SO_Nekoto says:
#::picks up on the CEO's thoughts:: CEO: N'ka?

Prime_Tregen says:
@::it waves in the wind as it were made of cloth.. Breathing with the planet.. And humming like reeds.. High pitched whistles as the wind blows::

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry Lanarn: All right. :: bows towards where she was ::  Anything else, ma'am?

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Sighs.... looks up to the SO:: SO: Yes Kytra?

CSO_Shras says:
:: returns to his tent to make the point on the situation ::

SO_Nekoto says:
#CEO: Your thoughts...Are you feeling all right?

XO_Tran says:
@CO/TO: Now there's something different... ::stares at the sparkling field in strange admiration::

CEO_Galagar says:
# SO: Yeah... I'm fine..... Just thinking about the Captain, and the Executive Officer... I hope they are all right....

Cherry_Lanarn says:
EO: Do not mock the eye, or it will bring its wrath down on this place, as it pulls the stars from the sky!

SO_Nekoto says:
#CEO: N'ka, I'm sure the XO can take care of herself ::smiles::

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: the field gets brighter and hums.. Then flashes.. Opening a path for the AT.. Qiz steps back and aims her weapon with a growl::

CEO_Galagar says:
#::Sighs:: SO: I sure hope so....

EO_Chapu says:
Cherry Lanarn: I don't mean to mock the… eye… It's just that I haven't heard of this eye.

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: No do not show any aggression.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CSO: Sir, all teams are back up to full strength and prepared for anything at least I hope so, sir.

Prime_Tregen says:
@ TO: right.. And the hangers eat plants

SO_Nekoto says:
#::nods at the CEO and reaches for the OPS' hand::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Notices the opening in the field::

Cherry_Lanarn says:
::stands suddenly:: EO: Your people, they are near to the eye.... no they must not harm it.....

OPS_Corillo says:
#::takes the SO's hand::

Host AGM_Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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